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Elite to Elite
E2E means many things. It’s exclusive suppliers for exacting designers.
It’s elegant craftsmanship for eloquent production. It’s extraordinary standards
for exceptional construction. It’s an extension of good business that reaches
beyond the everyday to the exquisite.

e2ehouston.com

Emmett Perry & Co.
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This hand-knotted rug’s subtle tones and
touch of silk for added elegance provide the
perfect foundation for a room’s décor. Its
classic design makes for great versatility.
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anything but plain
281.444.2070 | anythingbutplain.com

Custom decorative finishes and interior
plasters since 1989

Elite to elite

Anything But Plain is an award-winning decorative painting
and specialty plaster company. Its team of artisans creates
custom finishes and designs for walls, ceilings, cabinetry
and murals. Anything But Plain works hand-in-hand with
leading interior designers, architects and builders to
ensure the end result is a perfect reflection of their vision
and the client’s dream.
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dauphin sales INC.
713.522.3418 | dauphinsales.com

Specializing in shower doors, custom
etched glass and mirrors

John Kidd | interior designer

Dauphin Sales Inc. is a Houston-based, woman-owned
business dedicated to functional interior glass design and
installations for custom home and commercial applications.
Dauphin Sales and its staff work with Houston’s finest
builders, architects and designers to provide shower
doors, mirrors, glass countertops and glass rails.

713.961.1888

Interior designer John Kidd was first introduced to
E2E when they invited him to a luncheon more than
three years ago. He has collaborated with many of
its members, coincidentally, since the inception of
his interior design business in 1984. “We understand
each other’s styles, and this makes for an effortless
relationship. I am always confident that their products
will be exactly what I am looking for,” says Kidd.
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Emmet Perry & Co.
713.961.4665 | emmetperry.com

Elegant Additions
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A showroom filled with rugs and fine carpets from
around the world

This beautiful pedestal sink
and nickel mirror both have
the tradition and elegance of
the Claridge’s hotel and are
current and classic at the
same time.

Emmet Perry & Co. was established in 1989 to provide
fine carpets and rugs to the design trade and to those
who want to enjoy the experience of selecting and owning
beautiful things for their homes.

G&S Custom Draperies
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Anything But Plain

The artists of Anything But Plain create
finishes ranging from traditional and
contemporary to patterned mirrors.
The faux alligator finish (above) uses a
multi-layered process to give walls or
cabinets the visual and tactile quality
of the real thing.

Dauphin Sales Inc.

This spectacular German-crafted sliding door
is going to be an inspiration for a set of doors
that will divide a living room from a dining room.
Dauphin’s showroom features more than 50
different glass options from which to choose.
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This beautiful shade has the look of
hand-woven glass or raw silk but is
much more durable. It’s perfect for
Texas’ climate.
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elegant additions
713.522.0088 | elegantadditions.net

Specializing in elegant plumbing fixtures for
kitchen and bath
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Elegant Additions shows and sells plumbing fixtures
and door hardware. Twenty-seven years of experience
make Elegant Additions a leading supplier both to the
homeowner, as they select beautiful products, and to the
trade professional, with award-winning customer service.
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G&S Custom Draperies
713.464.9554 | gandscustomdraperies.com

The designer’s choice for custom window coverings
G&S Custom Draperies is a full-service to-the-trade
workroom manufacturing a wide spectrum of window
and bed treatments. For almost 30 years, G&S Custom
Draperies has worked with many of Houston’s finest
designers. G&S works one-on-one with the designer, from
the initial measure to fabrication and installation.
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Sunbelt Window Film
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James Craig Furnishings
713.741.2266 | jamescraigfurnishings.com

Latest advancements in window film technology
actually improve your view. A barely detectable glarereducing film will also eliminate fade/damaging UV
rays. The option of being able to obscure glass without
sandblasting is fasinating.

Fashion-forward home furnishings for every lifestyle
James Craig Furnishings is your destination for living room,
bedroom, dining room, home office, home entertainment and outdoor furnishings. Visit its stunning Houston
showroom to select high-quality, stylish furnishings from
numerous manufacturers, and discover a large variety of
fashionable rugs, lighting and accessories in styles ranging
from modern and contemporary to rustic and traditional.
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Schenck & Company
713.266.7608 | schenckandcompany.com

Setting the standard for custom wood flooring and
restoration since 1982

Schenck & Company

This parquet floor was made to
match the reclaimed flooring. The
craftsman perfectly achieved the
look of reclaimed parquet using
new flooring materials.

Since 1982, the professionals at Schenck & Company have
been creating, installing and preserving hardwood floors
in the greater Houston area. With award-winning designs
and unparalleled customer support, Schenck & Company
brings artistic integrity and exceptional performance to
every project.
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Illuminations Lighting Design
713.863.1133 | illuminationslighting.com
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Specialists in fine art, cabinet and
landscape lighting

James Craig Furnishings
This bench is a great blend of leather
and Lucite. It’s going to be used in a
bedroom that needs a midcentury
element but more updated.

Illuminations Lighting Design has provided custom
lighting solutions throughout greater Houston since 1980.
Its main areas of focus includes: lighting design, landscape
lighting, fine art lighting, cabinet lighting, lighting control
systems, as well as residential electrical contracting.
Because Illuminations offers a full range of services, it can
meet virtually any electrical and lighting need.

Thorntree

An amazing natural stone that
resembles Italian Calacatta marble,
with a subtle water brushed finish,
offering the durability of quartz.
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Sunbelt Window Film
281.579.0200 | sunbeltdesignerfilm.com

The preferred choice for sun-control fade-reducing
window film since 1961
Beautiful windows are an important part of your home’s
appeal. Window film offers the perfect balance of performance, visibility and fade protection for your valuable home
furnishings. Constructed with colorless metals and advanced
ceramics for ideal appearance, both inside and out.

Illuminations Lighting Design
The fine art above the fireplace is beautifully
punctuated by the lighting skills of Tom
Kretzschmar. It illustrates the perfect use
of antique wall sconces and art lighting.
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Thorntree
713.690.8200 | thorntreeslate.com

The finest natural stone from the great quarries
of the world
As Houston’s leading purveyor of the finest in natural
stone, Thorntree stocks more than one million square feet,
including the newest in Italian porcelain and the cutting
edge trends in glass. Family owned and deeply rooted in
Houston for 35 years, Thorntree is committed to unsurpassed service, quality, value, and enduring relationships.

